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Abstract: Hybrid Energy Storage Systems (HESSs) have gathered considerable interest due to their
potential to achieve high energy and power density by integrating different storage technologies, such
as batteries and capacitors, to name a few. Among the various topologies explored for HESSs, the
multi-output multilevel converter stands out as a promising option, offering decoupled operation of
the AC ports while maintaining an internal balance among the diverse storage units. In this paper, the
operation and restrictions of a HESS based on a multi-output multilevel converter with a carrier-based
modulation scheme are presented. The study provides compelling evidence of the correct operation
of the proposed modulation scheme and highlights its advantages, including simplicity and stability.

Keywords: hybrid energy storage systems; multi-output multilevel converters; carrier-based
modulation scheme

1. Introduction

Energy storage systems are being called on to take a leading role in the modernization
of electric grids [1–4]. The extensive incorporation of renewable energy sources (RES)
along with the deeper electrification of industry processes imposes important challenges to
the electric power grid [5–11], and a large presence of energy storage systems (ESSs) can
alleviate this transition. However, electric facilities, namely generation and distribution
centers, are not typically designed to incorporate storage, leading to several drawbacks.
Moreover, the complexity of matching generation and consumption is increasing given the
reduced inertia in a power-electronics-dominated grid [2,12,13]. In order to improve the
controllability, smooth the demand response, and reduce energy waste and also the need
for grid reinforcements, ESSs are essential assets in the modern electric grid [13–17].

On the other hand, ESSs are also crucial in the microgrid concept, which has been
developed over recent decades to accommodate fast-changing loads and generators in the
electric grid [18–20]. This clusterization of electric systems into controllable and detachable
blocks by means of power electronics permits a distributed integration of RESs, ESSs, and
loads with independence from the electric power grid. Hence, the development of new
integrated power converters and energy storage units remains one of the key aspects in
the upcoming electric system. In order to further improve the ESSs’ capabilities, different
storage technologies can be combined in the shape of hybrid ESSs. By mixing ultra-
capacitors, capacitors and batteries, and even non-electricity-based storage mechanisms,
different features can be exploited depending on the scenario, for instance, high energy and
high power density [21,22].
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The key to achieving the correct operation of a HESS is the power electronic topology.
Indeed, different power topologies for HESSs are reported in the literature that enable
both an AC grid connection and a balanced operation of the different energy storage
sources integrated into the converter. Voltage source converters (VSC) based on a modular
structure, such as cascaded H-bridge (CHB) or modular multilevel converters (MMC),
appear in the literature as promising solutions for the integration HESSs into the system,
taking advantage of the configuration for these converters and assigning different power
modules of the structure to each storage element, while using control and modulation
strategies to balance the system [23,24]. Moreover, the multilevel nature of these converters
is also beneficial for other aspects such as significant filter reduction and redundancy in
case of failure [25–27].

On the other hand, cascaded dual-output multilevel (CDOM) converters are an inter-
esting alternative for interfacing HESSs. The core idea of CDOM converters is that they
can provide the ability to increase the number of output ports, which can operate in a
decoupled manner and with multilevel waveforms [28]. Indeed, in Ref. [17], it is shown
how it is also possible to scale this system so that each of the system outputs can feature
a multilevel voltage waveform, while also ensuring the internal balance of the different
types of energy storage elements, implementing a CDOM-HESS.

However, in most papers based on the operation of CDOMs, the CDOMs are controlled
by model predictive control strategies (MPC), which implies a distributed spectrum of
voltage harmonics in each of the output ports [17,29,30]. This can be a sensible drawback
for grid-tied applications because the use of LC or LCL filters is very common when
the converters are connected to the grid in order to ensure a harmonic spectrum that
complies with current regulations in each zone. However, the use of these filters imposes
an important restriction on the resonance frequency, so it is key to define modulation forms
that allow for ensuring a concentrated harmonic spectrum and that avoid difficulties in the
excitation of harmonic resonant modes.

In this paper, a carrier-based modulation scheme for a HESS based on a cascaded
multi-output multilevel converter is presented. The main concept is to achieve an internal
balance of the storage units and generate multilevel waveforms across the AC output of
the proposed system with a carrier-based modulation scheme and a predefined harmonic
spectrum of the output waveforms.

2. Converter Topology Analysis

The cascaded multi-output multilevel (CMOM) converter will act as an interface for
the HESS. As depicted in [28], CMOM converters comprise m stages that can enable n
output ports that are decoupled up to a certain point. When the CMOM is operating in
the stable operation region, each of these n voltage outputs can synthesize voltage signals
with 2m+1 levels, with arbitrary amplitude, frequency, and phase angle. Additionally, the
converter offers a simpler mechanism to balance the DC voltages among the cells. These
features allow the incorporation of e energy storage units to the converter structure, with
the particularity that these units can be heterogeneous in terms of technology, dynamics,
and so on.

As displayed in Figure 1, the CMOM converter topology in this work considers m = 2
with n = 2. The idea is to propose a carrier-based modulation scheme for the topology
introduced in [17], since a defined harmonic content can be beneficial for minimizing
resonances in the system, especially given the parallelization of cells enabled by the modular
multilevel series parallel converter (MMSPC) modules [31]. Hence, the power converter
features the use of a single battery while achieving five voltage-level waveforms in each
port. The remaining H-bridge of the MMSPC cell in the converter uses a capacitor, which
needs to keep its voltage balanced with the battery unit to allow the correct operation of
the system. This modulation scheme is developed in such a way that connects the modules
both in series and in parallel, inherently keeping the voltage balance between the storage
units and also and maintaining a high quality in the AC output ports. Moreover, the scheme
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also reduces the current spikes during parallelization in order to achieve a similar efficiency
to the method discussed in [17].

Figure 1. Cascaded multi-output multilevel converter description.

As presented in Figure 1, the converter comprises 14 semiconductors and two energy
storage units, namely a battery and a capacitor. As discussed earlier, this structure allows
the generation of two decoupled AC outputs (V1 and V2). The system can be connected
to two AC systems, where each one is modeled by a non-ideal inductive filter and a
single-phase AC supply (Vacx , where x = {1, 2}).

To achieve the inherent internal voltage balance between the battery and the capacitor
implemented in the system, a configuration based on two H-bridges is used (denoted by
semiconductors s4, s5, s6, s7 and their respective negates), which, through the modulation
stage, prioritize the switching states that allow these units to be connected in parallel.

In this way, an internal voltage balance is achieved between these units without the
need to implement complex control loops, nor are additional current or voltage sensors
required. This solution has been validated in different documents [32–38], and if this
modulation strategy is correctly implemented, it can be ensured that Vb = Vc = vdc is
met. Table 1 summarizes the available switching states and the voltages at each of the
converter outputs.

Table 1. Switching states and output voltages.

s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 V1 V2 |∆vdc|
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 vdc vdc

1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 −vdc vdc

1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 vdc 0 vdc

1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 vdc vdc 0

1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 vdc 2vdc vdc

1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 2vdc vdc vdc

1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 2vdc 2vdc 0

0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 −vdc 0 vdc

0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 −vdc −vdc 0

1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 −vdc −2vdc vdc

0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 −2vdc −vdc vdc

0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 −2vdc −2vdc 0
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3. Pulse Width Modulation Approach for Cascaded Multi-Output Multilevel Converters

This paper implements a carrier-based modulation scheme given its simplicity and
lower computational complexity with respect to other modulation strategies, such as space
vector modulation or finite state MPC (FS-MPC) [39]. Moreover, with the implementation
of a carrier-based modulation scheme, it is possible to handle the harmonics generated by
the converter directly in order to optimize the filter sizes since their location in the spectrum
is known a priori.

The control block diagram of a CMOM converter is shown in Figure 2, where different
stages are proposed in order to assure the correct operation of both the AC output generated
by the CMOM topology as well as the balancing of the internal capacitor voltage.
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Figure 2. Control scheme of a cascaded multi-output multilevel converter.

3.1. Modulator Signal Generator

The first stage of the proposed modulation scheme presented in Figure 2 allows the
modulating signal for the AC output voltages V1 and V2 to be generated, created by the
converter. This signal is defined by:

V∗x = mx · sin(2π fx + θx) (1)

where x = 1, 2 refe to the AC outputs of the converter. The amplitude modulation index
(mx), the output frequency ( fx), and the phase (θx) are determined by the operational
requirements in each AC output of the converter.

3.2. Pulse Width Modulation

The modulation signals defined for both AC outputs are processed in a carrier-based
modulation stage. An important degree of freedom provided by the proposed modulation
strategy is that it is flexible to any carrier-based modulation scheme. In this proposal,
a phase-shifted PWM (PS-PWM) modulation strategy will be used. Figure 2 shows the
implementation of a unipolar PS-PWM strategy, in which the voltage references for the AC
systems 1 and 2 are compared with two triangular carrier signals (T1 and T2). The results
of this comparison are two normalized voltage signals with three voltage levels. The phase
shift between the carriers, considering m =2, is defined by

θc =
π

m
=

π

2
(2)

3.3. PWM Voltage Waveform Normalizer

The outputs of each comparison of the PWM stage are added together, which results
in a normalized voltage waveform (Dx). The Dx signal consists of the definition of the five
normalized voltage levels of the proposed topology (−2, −1, 0, 1, 2) for each output of the
topology. Then, the normalized voltage waveform (Dx) of both AC outputs are evaluated
to corroborate if the system is operating in the stable operation region.
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3.4. Operation Region

The AC systems have a restricted operation point, which depends on the maximum
modulation index that can be achieved. However, in CMOM converters, there is a sec-
ond factor that limits the operation region, and it is linked to the difference between the
normalized waveforms D1 and D2.

The difference between D1 and D2 is defined by the expression ∆vdc:

∆vdc = |D1| − |D2| (3)

From Table 1, it is possible to deduce that the maximum |∆vdc| is the rated battery
voltage (|∆vdc| = |V1 −V2|). Then, assuming a correct balancing offered by the modulation
scheme, this maximum difference is simply vdc (i. e., Vb = Vc = vdc). Thus, the maximum
deviation expression is defined by:

|∆vdc|max = vdc (4)

Hence, if the references defined in (1) for V1 and V2 fall outside the stable operating
region of the system presented in (4), these will be limited in order to ensure there is no
over-modulation.

3.5. Switching State Machine

Each normalized voltage waveform (Dx) is correlated with the output voltage Vx. To
directly choose the switching state required to generate the output voltage Vx, Table 1
is used to select the state that matches the voltage levels defined in Vx. Note that the
importance of the inclusion of the operation region definition stage is to ensure that the
switching states to be selected correspond to those defined in the Table 1 and that there
is no over-modulation. Moreover, in order to give flexibility to the modulation system,
redundant states could be selected in order to reduce the switching losses or distribute
the losses in the different semiconductors of the system in a more homogeneous way,
depending on the application of the proposed system.

4. Simulation Results

To verify the correct operation of the proposed modulation, different simulations are
carried out in PLECS® software using the parameters defined in Table 2. The objective is to
test the decoupled operation of each AC port with the proposed modulation scheme.

Table 2. Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Inductance system 1 and 2 (L) 15 [mH]

Resistance system 1 and 2 (R) 10 [Ω]

Inductance system 1 and 2 Section 4.5 (L) 9.6 [mH]

Resistance system 1 and 2 Section 4.5 (R) 0.1 [Ω]

AC Grid 1 amplitude (Vac1 ) Section 4.5 150 [V]

AC Grid 2 amplitude (Vac2 ) Section 4.5 150 [V]

AC Grid 1 frequency Section 4.5 60 [Hz]

AC Grid 2 frequency Section 4.5 60 [Hz]

Battery voltage (vdc) 100 [V]

Capacitance (C) 1000 [uF]

PWM carrier frequency ( fc) 480 [Hz]

PWM carrier frequency ( fc) Section 4.5 1200 [Hz]
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4.1. Operation with Different Modulation Index Amplitudes

In Figure 3, the operation with different modulation indices for each AC voltage
output is shown. Figure 3a demonstrates the operation of the AC output voltage 1 with
a amplitude of the modulation index of m1 = 0.5. In t = 0.1s, the amplitude of the
modulation index changes to m1 = 0.7. Therefore, it is possible to appreciate from Figure 3a
a change in the voltage levels present in Vac1 , reflecting a larger fundamental amplitude
being generated in this port. The normalized fundamental component for the voltage in
AC system 2 m2 is kept constant at 0.7, and therefore, the AC voltage 2 maintains the 5-level
voltage waveform throughout the test, as displayed in Figure 3b. Please note that the
system is operating in the stable operation region, hence leading to a decoupled operation
between the AC ports. Finally, Figure 3c shows the capacitor voltage Vc of the CMOM
converter. It is possible to validate that the capacitor and battery voltages are kept balanced
(Vc = 100 V) during all tests, validating the internal balance of the system maintained by
the novel modulation strategy and guaranteeing the multilevel voltage pattern in each AC
output of the converter. This balance also ensures a high-quality current is supplied to both
systems, in addition to a well-defined spectrum pattern.
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Figure 3. Simulated operation with different modulation index amplitudes: (a) AC output voltage
1 V1; (b) AC output voltage 2 V2; (c) capacitor voltage Vc.
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4.2. Operation Mode with Different Phases

For this validation of the proposed system operation, both amplitude modulation
indices are set to the same value, i.e., m1 = m2 = 0.7. However, a phase difference equal to
∆θ = π/3 rad is imposed.

In Figure 4a,b, both AC output voltages of the system exhibit 5-voltage levels, and it is
possible to appreciate the phase difference between both voltage signals. It is important to
note that this decoupled operation between both AC voltage output is possible because
the references are still inside the stable operation region. Finally, in Figure 4c, the capacitor
voltage balance is shown, and similar to the earlier case of Section 4.1, it presents an average
value that matches battery voltage, confirming the system remains internally balanced.
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Figure 4. Simulated operation with different phases: (a) AC output voltage 1 V1; (b) AC output
voltage 2 V2; (c) capacitor voltage Vc.

4.3. AC Voltage Harmonics Analysis

The harmonic content of the voltage generated at the converter outputs is shown
in Figure 5. It is possible to appreciate how the fundamental component appears and,
moreover, the set of harmonics that appear around four times the carrier frequency ( fc).
This is due to the unipolar PWM modulation implemented and multiplied by the number
of modules used, i.e., fPWM = m · (2 fc). Specifically, in this work, each converter has two
cells, i.e., m = 2, so the voltage harmonics produced by the modulation concentrate most
of their energy on the side bands around fPWM = 4 fc.

It is also important to highlight the advantage of controlling the CMOM converter
with a carrier-based modulation scheme, since the harmonic content is concentrated and
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not randomly distributed as with FS-MPC strategies. This result is especially important
for grid-connected systems, which may include LCL-filter stages, and which have voltage
harmonic spectrum limitations due to the resonant frequencies inherent to their structure.

Fundamental (50Hz) = 139.3 , THD= 41.58%
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Figure 5. FFT of AC output voltage with modulation index equal to 0.7.

4.4. Power Loss Analysis

To evaluate the power losses of the multi-output converter operating with the proposed
carried-based modulation strategy, the thermal modeling tool of the PLECS® 4.7.5 software
is used, along with the parameters presented in Table 2. Also, the CMOM is built using the
SCT4045DR Silicon Carbide from Rohm, and they are hard commutated.

To verify the losses of the converter, the semiconductors of the topology presented
in Figure 1 are divided into four groups. Semiconductors s1, s2, and s3 and s8, s9, and s10
correspond to the three switch cells (TS) that are connected at the ends of the system, which
are labeled as TS1 and TS2, respectively. Then, semiconductors s4, s5 and s6, s7 (and their
respective complementary devices) correspond to the internal H-bridge (HB) configuration
of the system, which are grouped as HB1 and HB2, respectively. Moreover, the modulation
index for output 1 is fixed to m1 = 0.7, while the modulation index of output 2 is modified
to evaluate losses under different power ranges.

To present the loss distribution of the system, Figure 6 is shown. Conduction power
losses of each group are shown in Figure 6a. It is possible to identify that the losses are
balanced among the different groups, with a slight increase in HB1 and HB2. Concerning
the switching losses, these are presented in Figure 6b. In this case, again, the switches of HB1
and HB2 have higher losses. The increase in the losses of HB1 and HB2 are consequences
of the carrier frequency. A lower carrier frequency produces an increase in the oscillation
of the capacitor voltage and therefore decreases the efficiency of the system. However, it
is important to note that it is possible to achieve a correct performance of the proposed
system with a low carrier frequency in the modulation stage, and the parallel connection of
the internal system is still feasible.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Distribution of power posses: (a) conduction losses; (b) switching losses.
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4.5. Grid-Tied Operation

Figure 7 shows the closed-loop operation of the system tied to two AC systems in order
to validate the proposed modulation and balance. For this, the AC currents of systems
1 and 2 are controlled by linear proportional integral (PI) controllers. Please also note that
each AC system is composed of an inductive filter and a single-phase AC voltage supply.
The inductive filter is considered non-ideal; hence, it has an inductance of 9.6 mH and also
a resistance of 0.1 Ω. Also, both grids’ supplies have an amplitude of 150 V and a frequency
of 60 Hz.
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Figure 7. Grid-connected operation with current control: (a) AC current and voltage system 1.
(b) Converter voltage V1. (c) AC current and voltage system 2. (d) Converter voltage V2. (e) Capacitor
voltage Vc.

Initially, both AC systems present currents in phase with their corresponding voltages,
and hence both grids are sinking power from the HESS, following the definition in Figure 1.
Since the battery is supplying the energy, the test illustrates the bidirectional power flow
capabilities of the CMOM converter in both AC output ports. From the results presented
in Figure 7a–d it can be seen that current references of system 1 and 2 are, respectively,
4 A and 5 A, demonstrating the capabilities of the proposed modulation technique to
maintain the outputs decoupled and sink different power levels as requested by each of the
grid-connected ports.

Then, at t = 0.5 s, the current reference of AC system 1 changes to −3 A, while the
current reference of AC system 2 changes to 3 A simultaneously. These references result
in AC grid 1 supplying power into AC system 2, which complements the power being
delivered by the battery. In this way, the decoupled control capacity of both currents of the
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proposed system is demonstrated, in addition to further illustrating that the effectiveness
of the developed modulation allows maintaining the capacitor and battery voltage balance
throughout the entire simulated scenario, as shown in Figure 7e.

As a final remark, the results presented in Figure 7 also validate the high quality of the
signals injected into the grid by the CMOM. Both ports are able to generate high-quality
currents from the grids throughout the whole test. First, when both systems are injecting
power from the HESS, each grid current presents a total harmonic distortion (THD) of 4%
and 3.52%, respectively. Then, when the operation of the AC system 1 is changed into
supplying power from its AC port while AC system 2 reduces the power demand from the
HESS, the resulting current THDs are 5.85% and 6% (which correspond to total demand
distortions (TDDs) of 3.31% and 3.6% for each system).

5. Experimental Results

The experimental results presented in this section aims to demonstrate the correct
performance of the proposed modulation strategy for the CMOM converter. By validating
some relevant scenarios, the applicability and versatility of the converter proposed in [17]
can be demonstrated for a carrier-based modulation scheme, which can improve the list of
features with a cost-effective computational burden and ease of implementation.

Considering this, two different operation condition are presented: decoupled am-
plitude and phase angle operation between AC output voltages for grids 1 and 2. The
parameters used in the Experimental Results section are summarized in Table 3, and the
experimental setup implemented is displayed in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Cascaded multi-output multilevel converter experimental setup.

Table 3. Experimental parameters.

Parameter Value

Inductance system 1 and 2 (L) 15 [mH]

Resistance system 1 and 2 (R) 10 [Ω]

Battery voltage (vdc) 20 [V]

Capacitance (C) 1000 [uF]

Sample time (∆t) 50 [µs]

PWM carrier frequency ( fc) 500 [Hz]

5.1. Operation Mode with Different Modulation Indices

To validate the operation modes of the system with different amplitudes of the modu-
lating signals for systems 1 and 2, the references for AC system 1 and 2 are defined with the
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same phase and frequency (50 Hz). The modulation index reference for the AC system 2 is
kept controlled to an amplitude of 0.7, as is presented in Figure 9a, obtaining an AC output
voltage V2 with five voltage levels, as shown in Figure 9b. In addition, the modulation
index reference of the AC system 1 is equal to 0.5, hence leading to an AC output voltage V1
with three voltage levels, as can be seen in Figure 9b. Then, a step change in the modulation
index amplitude of AC output 1 takes place, reaching a final value of 0.7. After the change,
it can be seen how now V1 exhibits a 5-voltage level waveform. In this way, the decoupled
operation in both AC outputs under different modulation indices is validated.

In order to further confirm the correct operation of the modulation strategy, Figure 9c
presents the capacitor voltage Vc. Considering that, in this case, the battery employed as
the main energy storage element has a rated voltage of 100 V, the results demonstrate that
the parallel connection between the storage units provides an effective balancing approach,
allowing the voltages to remain balanced throughout the whole test.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 9. Operation with different modulation indices: (a) CH2: modulation signal reference for AC
system 2, 1A/div; CH4: modulation signal reference for AC system 1, 1A/div. (b) CH1: converter
voltage AC system 1, 40 V/div; CH2: Converter voltage AC system 2, 40 V/div; (c) Capacitor voltage,
20 V/div.

5.2. Operation Mode with Decoupled Phases

The operation of the system with different phase angles in each of the converter
outputs is presented. The modulation index references for both systems are the same,
m1 = m2 = 0.6, and the frequencies of both references are set to 50 Hz. The phase
difference between AC systems 1 and 2 is initially set to 0 degrees. Then, a phase difference
equivalent to ∆θ = π/3 is implemented, which can be seen in the waveforms shown in
Figure 10a. The scenario is further illustrated in Figure 10b,c. The aforementioned figures
present the converter voltages and the capacitor voltage, respectively. From these results, it
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is possible to conclude that the system is totally stable and both systems are operating with
no distortion.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 10. Operation with different phases. (a) CH2: modulation signal reference for AC system 2,
1A/div; CH4: modulation signal reference for AC system 1, 0.5 A/div. (b) CH1: converter voltage AC
system 1, 20 V/div; CH2: Converter voltage AC system 2, 20 V/div. (c) Capacitor voltage, 20 V/div.

The obtained results validate the effectiveness of the proposed PWM scheme for
regulating the CMOM converter with heterogeneous energy sources. This can be translated
to the development of a cost-effective hybridization of multilevel single-battery energy
storage systems connected to the grid, while enhancing the grid performance with a higher-
quality voltage waveform. Also, this sets the ground for the extension to three-phase grids,
were the minimal number of battery stages used can be also beneficial for developing a
reliable and convenient way of deploying storage at different points of the grid.

5.3. Steady-State Performance

The steady-state performance of the proposed modulation scheme for the CMOM
converter is analyzed in the following section. The converter is operated under normal
conditions to be analyzed at different modulation indices. Figure 11 shows the THD of the
output voltage. It is important to note that the results presented in Figure 11 are valid for
both AC outputs (V1 and V2). For a higher modulation index, the number of voltage levels
increases to a maximum of five steps, and therefore, the THD of the voltage is reduced
significantly in both AC outputs, which benefits the quality of the current being sinked or
supplied to each AC system.

Another important aspect to consider is assuming that the system is operating in a
stable zone; the voltage THDs for outputs 1 and 2 can be determined from Figure 11. For
example, if the modulation index of V1 is 0.5 and the modulation index of V2 is 0.3, the
voltage THDs are 56.49% and 113.84%, respectively.
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Figure 11. THD of AC output voltages 1 and 2.

6. Future Research Directions

Based on the results presented, the authors define the optimization of the states
selected in Table 1 as an interesting field of research in order to use the redundant states
and minimize the internal losses of the converter’s semiconductors.

Another interesting aspect is the study of incorporating distributed inductances into
the structure of the MMSPC-based system. This measure has proven to be effective in
decreasing the losses of the system that arise whenever the parallel states are used in the
proposed modulation scheme.

Finally, the balance achieved with simple carrier-based modulation schemes permits
extending the single-battery hybridization approach to three-phase converters. By doing
so, the hardware requirements of grid-connected HESSs can be softened, supporting their
development toward cost-effectiveness and widespread use to support the large-scale
deployment of RESs.

7. Conclusions

This document introduces a carrier-based modulation scheme for a hybrid ESS based
on a cascaded multi-output multilevel converter. The objective of proposing a modulation
based on carriers is to allow a simple and efficient way to modulate the converter, and
specifically defining a defined band to locate the harmonics generated by the system, in
order to facilitate the integration of LCL filters for the connection to electrical AC networks.

The simulation and experimental results validate the operation of the modulation in
the CMOM converter, where it is also possible to confirm the internal balance of the energy
storage elements in the system and the decoupled control of the AC output of the system.
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